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You arrived as a freshman
with two carloads full of
things you absolutely had to
have at school. Your brand
new typewriter (that you
can't figure out how to work),
your trusty pen sets from the
grandparents, and your new
checking account. No par
ents, no curfew, NO PROB
LEM! Registration day was a
HELL that you wouldn't have
to experience for at least an
other semester. The art of or
dering out became second na
ture, and you also learned to
love warm foamy beer.
Sophomore year, you still
weren't taking any classes re
lated to your major (if you
had a major). Dorm life was
alright but you couldn't wait
to live DOWN THE LINE!!
Thursday night parties kept
interfering with that Sam Fri
day class and the 9am, 10am,
11am - you get the point.
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Junior year, URI was final
ly put on the map when we
made it to the SWEET SIX
TEEN in the NCAA's. The
yearbook, as well as the Stu
dent Senate experienced a
brief encounter with SATAN!
You finally got your classes
for your major but now you
had doubts if it was the right
one.
Senior Year, you can final
ly throw away that FAKE
ID!!!! You finally picked a ma
jor, got all your classes, now
all you need is that stupid
Gen. Ed. class (Rocks for
Jocks or that Dinosaur class).
You typed up those resumes
only to find out from the Reg
istrar that you needed 12
more credits in order to grad
uate. This meant
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SUPER SENIOR
YEAR!!!!! (For those of
you on the five to seven
year plan). You start
counting down the days un
til graduation, and you re
member your Freshman
year and those stupid pen
sets and that damn type
writer (that you STILL
haven't figured out how to
use). And you real
ized that you've come a
long way.
Senior Year! As freshmen,
we couldn't wait for it. Now as
Seniors, we look back at the
fond memories of the past four,
five or even six years it took to
get here. As the class of 1990,
we have seen the University and
its community change. Gone
were double rooms and Iggy's
and in its place were triples and
Brendans (or Sunnysides or Al
montes). Thursday night parties
became obsolete and the Empo
rium was built.
These are only a few of the
many cherished memories that
we carried throughout our years
spent at URI; memories that we
will treasure long after we re
ceive our degrees.
Seniors
Mathew Amato
Dawn Acquarulo
Melissa Adamo
Scott Arruda
Christine Barbuto
Christopher Barnett
Kathleen Begley
Michael Bendell
Daiice Bokniak Tracy Boothman
Donald Brooks Julianne Brooks
Donald Bubar
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Susan Marie Cai
Rubina L. Carver
Lori Carol Chadwick
Carrie Catandella
Elisc M. Champagne
Christine Christophersoi
Suzanne W. Caterson
Michele Chasse
Robert E Oifford III Karen M Coatei
Kenneth D. Costello Sherri Crandall
Gina M, Colucci
Debra A. Copeland
Michelle Cunniff
Jean Pier De Barres
Kathcrine Dcgroot
Cristina D Agostino Maureen Daros
Michelle C. Demarco
Sharon Desmand
Donna Di Giacomo Kimberiy Digiacobbe
Christine Donatone
Martha Donovan Deborah A. Dougel a
James G. Duncan
Katherine Fallace
Jennifer Edwards
Christofaro Fiore
Karen J. Fennessy
Mary Rose Franco
Antonio M. Fortes
Tracy Lyn Gallagi
Sarah Geckle
Linda Gilbertie
Stephanie Georgiou
Joe A. Gomes Elizabeth Goode
Jennifer Goldstein Valerie Goldstein
Eric Granskog Reyna M Green
Marcl Greene Kerrie Grieve
Marc A. Guerin Janice Guido
David Hagopian Diane M. Hall
Susan Gri?(?n.berg Christopher Greene
Mark Griffin Christine Grover
Denise Harrington Darrell Hazard
Debra Horowitz
Lauren Herman Mitch Herman
Kenneth S. Hoffman
Jennifer Hooker
Maria C. Icenogle
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Andrew E. Keyek Murshed Khondker
Beth Johnson
Jennifer Kestenbaum
Doreen Kiernan
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Michael J, LahlU
Donna Linstom
Krista Linnerud
Karen Littman
Michalean Luecke Michele Machowski
Maureen Maguire Mark C. Mazmanian
Melissa K. McAllister Colleen McCarlhy
Brandan McGuir Karen McKenna
Julie Beth Miller
Alexander Meland
Kathleen Miller
Scott D. Millin
Leslie S. Melich Christine Mello
Kristen Meunier
Lynne M. Monast
Andrew Morenberg Karen Moriarty
Catherine Mureddu
Cynithia Montgomery
Richard Murick
Jeffrey P Moroni
John G. Murphy
Henry J. Nardone III Melissa Nelson
Brendon O'Brien Kathy O'Donnell Shannon O'Donnell
Patricia O'Hara
Christine Ouellette
Daniel Pacheco
Danielle Partenope
Mary Ann Picard Edward Pimentel
Tim Porterfield

Diane Sartanowicz
Lauri Silverslein Patrick Silvia
Tara Simometti
Anna Solomon
Kathleen Svitiala Cynthia Sweden
Catherine Torrice
Bonnie Sussman
William Taylor III
Donna Varetoni
Barbara Warren
Karen Violette AnneMarie Voss
Rachel Westlake
Laura Wilderman
Urs Peter Wueger
Sandra LaMere
Brenda DeCesare
Christine Mondello
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SPORTS
Football
Rhode Island looking to rebound from a 4-7
mark in '88 got the season started with an impres
sive 45-14 win over Yankee Conference foe, Rich
mond at Richmond. Virginia. The Rams got big
efforts from quarterback Steve Monaco, wide-re
ceiver Jerry Williams and freshman Chris Pierce.
Delaware provided the opposition for the Rams
opener as a hard fought contest saw the Blue-Hens
prevail in the see-saw struggle 21-12.
Northeastern in game #3 gave the Rams a solid
lesson in defense as they came away from Meade
with a 17-0 whitewash to their credit.
Intrastate foe Brown, never a soft touch, espe
cially on their home turf, provided a key confron
tation to Coach Bob Griffin and the Rams pre
vailed in a close contest 18-13 to even their record
to 2-2 after four games.
Following losses at Massachusetts (31-6) and
Maine (47-21) it looked like Rhode Island would
get back on the winning track at Boston University
but a late fourth quarter touchdown enabled the
Terriers to tie the score at 24-24 and send the
game into overtime, where the hosts on their sec
ond overtime possession connected with a short
field goal.
Despite a three point loss, the highlight of the
campaign was playing Villanova in the Yankee
Conference clash in Milan, Italy.
Rhody was still suffering from jet-lag when they
travelled to Towson, Maryland, and put forth an
outstanding defensive effort to come home with a
19-6 decision and win #3 of the season.
Yankee Conference foe, New Hampshire, took
advantage of numerous Ram turnovers to defeat
Rhode Island 25-0 before a crowd of 4,580 at
Cowell Stadium.
URJ lost the season's finale to archrival Con
necticut (35-28) in Kingston during a "catch-up"
game in which the Rams brought it to the final
margin with 3:46 left, got the bail back on an
interception with 3:16 left, and moved to the
UCONN six only to have an apparent touchdown
dropped in the end zone.
Senior Chris Poirier had a banner year as the
personable team captain finishing his career as
URI's all time, ail-purpose back, besides leading
the Rams in five offensive categories. At the sea
son's end he was honored as co-winner of the
1990 LeBoeuf Award given annually to the sea
son's best male athlete at URI.
URI Opp,
@Richmond 45 14
Delaware 12 21
Northeastern 0 17
@Brown 18 13
Massachusetts 6 31
Maine (HC) 21 47
@Boston University 31 34
Villanova 25 28
Towson State 19 6
@New Hampshire 0 25
Connecticut 28 35
Yankee Conference: 1-7-0 1
Overall: 3-8-0
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URI Opp
Central Connecticut
East Stroudsburg
Lafayette
Prov. College
Maine
New Hampshire
Boston College
Connecticut
Temple
Rutgers
Massachusetts
Vermont
Fairfield
Brown
Northeastern
St Joseph's
Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
The women's soccer team finished this season
with a 3-13 record in a very strong schedule. The
opponents were 13 Division I schools and 3 Divi
sion II schools. Eight of the thirteen Division I
schools were nationally ranked in the top twenty.
In spite of the won-loss record, the team had a
productive season which showed an improvement
in play over the year before. It should be noted
that injuries and a transition in goalkeepers also
were factors during the season. Highlights of the
season include a win over Monmouth, who was
ranked twentieth in the nation at the time of our
contest, an overtime match with number 13, Uni
versity of Hartford, and a statistically even match
with Brown. Three of our losses were in over
times. The team displayed an unequaled strength
of character rising to the challenge of the schedule
that we had. They are an excellent group of young
women with a very competitive nature. The prog
nosis for the future of the program is optimistic
Laura Kelly, Junior Co-Captain: "1 enjoyed the
challenge of competing against top twenty teams
It has made the team stronger."
Susi Mang, sophomore: "Our team is very cohe
sive. We worked well together and tired hard
through the rough times as well as the best times."
Liz Belyea, Head Coach: "1 purposely made our
schedule very challenging. I felt we needed this in
order to keep improving and to make our team
realize our top twenty potential. We did not win as
much as we would have with an easier schedule,
but we improved more and are now capable of
challenging the best teams."
Gary J.M. Lochhead, Assistant Coach: "It is
easy to be a good competitor when winning comes
easily. It is another thing to be a good competitor
when the wins are fewer than you would like. This
years' team displayed a character that they should
be proud of. They played against some of the best
teams in the country, with the attitude that you
have to play the best to be the best. I hope the
players don't use the won-loss record as a measure
of their abilities, but use the experience they
gained to their advantage in the future."
K *1
URI Opp.
American International 3 4
Connecticut 1 7
SUNY-Stonybrook 0 3
Brown 0 4
New Hampshire 0 5
Massachusetts 1 3
Monmouth 2 1
Holy Cross 2 3
Yale 2 4
Central Florida 2 5
Hartford 1 3
Rutgers 1 3
Prov. College 1 3
Bryant 4 0
Long Island U.
Southampton 2 1
St. John's 0 2
Overall: 3-13
N.E. Opponents: 1-9
URI Opp
St. Joseph's 1 0
Harvard 0 4
Yale 4 2
Lowell 5 1
Springfield 0 4
Prov. College 1 3
Rutgers 0 5
Brown u 1
Hofstra 2 3
Pcnn. St. 0 3
Holy Cross 2 0
Temple 0 5
C.W. Post 2 0
Fairfield 10 2
Massachusetts 0 6
Cornell 1 1
Southern Conn. 3 1
Colgate 1 0
Syracuse 0 2
Atlantic 10 games 1-4
Overall: 8-10-1
Field Hockey
The URI Women's Field Hockey team is an
elite, young, up and coming team with a great deal
of potential and enthusiasm for the fall season of
1990.
Coach Jan Gascoigne was a new addition to the
field hockey team last season. She brought the
team together, setting new goals and encouraging
the young players to strive for greater achieve
ments on the field and off, athletically and aca
demically.
Among the players there are 8 returning start
ers and a strong bench. The competition between
players is high yet there is a sense of unity be
tween teammates when participating in games.
Three field hockey players received Honorable
awards for their outstanding ability in the Atlantic
Ten Conference. Senior Jen Easton was honored
with Ail Conference Player and an honorable men
tion All American. She also broke a URI record,
with scoring 16 goals throughout the season. Shar
on Viveros also earned an All Conference Player
in the Atlantic Ten conference, and Treser Fiore
received Freshman Player of the Year.
The team's two new Senior Captains Jen Con
nors and Jen Eaton hope to lead the team to a
successful, winning 1990 fall season. These two
leaders work hard not only for themselves as play
ers, but for the team as a whole.
The URI Field Hockey team has done well in the
past, and with the new goals they will move ahead
and look to the future with optimism.
Womens Tennis
URI Opp.
Bentley 5 4
Prov. College JV 1 8
Mitchell 5 0
Lowell 2 7
RIAIAW Championship 2nd
Connecticut College 3 6
Rhode Island College 8 1
Central Connecticut 0 9
Roger Williams 8 1
New Hampshire 1 8
Grass Court Inuit. - 3rd
Becker Jr. College 9 0
Clark 7 1
Massachusetts 2 7
Salve Regina 5 4
Bryant 2 7
Assumption 5 3
Overall: 6-6
Men's Cross Country
The cross country team entered the season with
high hopes and goals. In spite of graduating three
of its top five runners from last year, the team had
talent, experience and youth to build upon. The
team would be lead by Senior co-captains Steve
Neri and Steve O'Neill. The return of junior, Tim
Dunn from injuries would add punch to the top
three positions. Promising sophomores would fill
out the team and add depth.
As the season progressed, it became obvious
that this season would not go according to plan.
Co-Captains Neri and O'Neill were sidelined with
mononucleosis and a recurring hip injury respec
tively. The team was, however, running competi
tively and suffered losses to Dartmouth, Boston
University, Yale, and New Hampshire. The youn
ger runners had shown tremendous improvement.
Tim Dunn was running step for step with some of
the best runners in the area. While the loss of Neri
and O'Neill could not be overcome during the
Championship season, the emergence of some of
the younger runners brought a smile to the
Coach's face as they began to show promise for
the future. Kevin Flood established himself as the
team's number 2 runner and ran within one minute
of Dunn at the ICAAAA. Jamie Harvie and Ken
Channel! had good performances at the champion
ship meets. They were followed by Jeff Buyak and
Chris Goslin who both showed improvement.
The highlight of the season came when junior,
Tim Dunn finished as the ICAAAA College Divi
sion Champion. Earlier in the season, Dunn had
showed good potential while running against sev
eral AH Americans. At the ICAAAA, he traversed
the 10,000m race course in 30:57 to defeat a field
of 145 runners from the East. With two years of
cross country remaining, Dunn has shown his tal
ent and should be considered a possible NCAA
qualifier for the future. While five members of the
Class of '90 graduate, the future of the team still
looks bright. Good Luck.
URI Opp.
Central
Connecticut 70 86
Boston University 70 15
Holy Cross 70 74
New Hampshire 46 23
Bowden 46 79
Central Conn.
State 46 98
Dartmouth 90 22
Western Ontario 90 50
Yale 90 83
MIT 90 117
New England Championships - 1 7th |
IC4A (University Division) - 6th
NCAA Champion hips - n D qualifi- 1
ers I
Overall: 5-4 1
76
Women's
Cross Country
Women's Volleyball
The University of Rhode Island volleyball team
closed out the 1989 campaign with an outstanding
20-9 (8-2 Atlantic 10) record and finished second
in the Atlantic 10 tournament for the third time in
as many years. The 1989 season marked the
eighth time in the last decade that WRam volley
ball teams reached the 20 win plateau.
Rhode Island, winners of 11 of their last 13.
defeated host George Washington (3-0) to advance
to the finals against eventual champion Penn
State. The Lady Lions were the lone conference
foe to capture victories over URI this year.
The WRams were led by senior middle-blocker
and team captain Michelle Drerup who earned
first-team Atlantic 10 honors. The Humtertown,
IN native was named all-tournament in each of
URI's seven in-season competitions this year, was
tourney MVP twice and earned Atlantic 10 player-
of-the-week honors three times. She finished her
final season among the conference leaders in kills
(3.00 pg), aces (0.45 pg) and blocks (1.10 pg).
Drerup has also been named to a second team
berth on the 1989 GTE Academic All -American
squad. It is the highest such honor for a female
athlete in the history of athletics at this University.
Nergis Agi {Hauppauge. NY) became the third
player in URI history to capture conference fresh-
man-of-the-year honors, which she shared with
Kim Kumfer of Penn State. An immediate contrib
utor to the WRam front line, the emerging star
finished among the conference leaders with a team
topping .366 hitting efficiency. The 6-0 middle-
blocker appeared in all 101 of URI's games this
season, hit .500 or better five times, was second
on the team with 96 blocks and averaged 2.17 kill
pg. In addition, Agi recorded 128 digs, was named
conference freshman-of-the-week three times and
earned all-tournament honors at the Rhode Island
Classic.
Two other URI standouts, sophomore outside
hitter Kengy Gardiner and junior setter Christy
Sandefur, each earned second team all-conference
honors. Gardiner (North Kingstown, RI) led the
Atlantic 10 with 3.95 kills pg and was among the
leaders in aces (0.54 pg) and hitting (0.313). She
gained all-tournament honors at the Atlantic 10
Championships and was named to five other such
teams during the season. Meanwhile, Sandefur
(Ojai, CA) finished second in the conference in
assists (9.86 pg), recorded 0.52 aces pg and was
third on the team in digs (2.56 pg). She twice
gained all-tournament honors.
M im ^
URI Opp.
Ball State L W
Northwestern L W
Toledo W L
SW Missouri L W
Weber State W L
Texas-Arlingto L W
Syracuse W L
Northeastern W L
California-Irvine L W
Holy Cross w L
Brown w L
Massachusetts w L
Prov. College w L
St. Bonaventure W L
Penn. State L W
Pittsburgh L W
W. Virginia W L
Dusquesne W L
Temple w L
Rutgers w L
Massachusetts w L
George WashingtonW L
Notre Dame w L
Southwest Texas W L
Prov. College W L
Boston College W L
Montana State W L
George WashingtonW L
Penn State W L
Overall: 20-9
Men's
Basketball
URI Opp.
Brown 88 59
Northeastern 92 94
Hartford 72 82
Prov. College 78 77
Dist. of Colombia 101 47
Seton Hall 62 68
Florida State 76 95
Loyola-Maryland 91 71
Penn. State 71 61
Rutgers 86 74
Massachusetts 57 63
@St. Joseph's 67 75
George Washington 79 59
West Virginia 83 79
Texas 86 107
Temple 70 81
St. Joseph's 78 76
St Bonaventure 87 75
Temple 86 70
Duquesne 77 59
Penn. State 67 74
West Virginia 74 76
Duquesne 66 65
Massachusetts 74 77
St. Bonaventure 94 72
Rutgers 61 84
George Washingtor 75 72
Championship-Rutgers 79 80
Overall: 15-13 Atlantic 10: 11-7
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URI Opp.
Syracuse 47 77
Butler 56 72
New Hampshire 56 67
Canisius 58 72
Robert Morris 72 55
Holy Cross 60 84
Prov. College 59 88
Wake Forest 46 77
N. Mexico St. 59 66
Rutgers 46 80
Penn. St. 51 92
St Bonaventure 62 69
Dusquesne 74 53
W. Virginia 69 82
Massachusettes 57 54
St. Joseph's 49 72
Temple 56 65
G. Washington 57 65
St. Bonaventure 61 63
Penn. St. 52 83
W. Virginia 51 77
Massachusetts 63 58
Dusquesne 52 63
Overall: 4-24
Atlantic 10: 3-16
I* ^ ^7^,
Men's Swimming
The 1989-90 Men's Varsity Swimming Team
faced what many people would describe as a re
building year. The previous two years the team
had a 17-3 dual meet record, and second and third
place finishes in the 1988 and 1989 New England
Championships respectively. The future looked
bright because 75% of the 1989-90 team
freshmen and sophomores. One more underlying
theme guided the team: too much emphasis had
been placed on those 17 wins to the detriment of
our championship season.
The dual meet season turned out to be a grow
ing, learning experience for most of the team. We
finished with a 4-6 dual meet record. The highlight
of our season was the win over Princeton College.
But the team was learning its lessons well, and
gaining each week, the feeling of cohcsiveness and
team work that is so much a part of its history.
At the 1990 New England Championships ail
their efforts came to fruition. This years' young
team held on to their third place ahead of Con
necticut, Maine, Northeastern, and Southern Con
necticut, teams who had beaten us earlier.
Rich Sicheis, '92. led the way when he captured
his first New England Championship title in the
100 yd. backstroke. Strong performances were
also put in by seniors Matt Gilson, and Kevin
Torlin, junior Fran Giglio, sophomores Dan Ben
nett, Jon Loiselte and Ken Sieger, freshmen Bill
Drucis, Dan Gatewood, Dan Licciardi, Stan Lillis
and Glen Prettiton. All of these men were finalists
in at least one event.
Seven swimmers qualified for the fastest East
ern Seaboard Championships ever held. While no
athlete scored at this meet held at the United
States Military Academy, they all represented the
University well.
At the Tenth Annual Awards banquet eighteen
athletes were presented with Certificates. Rich Si-
chei was recognized as our Highest Point Winner
for 1989-90, Jon Loiselle was presented with the
Most Improved Award, and Rich and Matt Gibson
were recognized as co-recipients of the Outstand
ing Swimmer Award. Fran Giglio and Tom
McLaughlin (returning after a semester abroad)
will co-captain the twenty three returning athletes
and thirteen freshmen.
.^^^^^
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URI Opp.
Univ. of Conn. 75 168
Univ. of New
Hamp. 111 129
Southeastern Mass. 155 123
Southern Conn. 68 174
Prov. College 136 98
Univ. of Maine 107 134
Univ. of Mass. 75 168
Boston College 114 188
Univ. of Vermont 163 108
Northeastern Univ. 112 129
New England Intercollegiate Swim- 1
ming and Diving Championships: 1
"""""""
Women's Swimming
The 1989-90 Women's Swimming season can
be best characterized as a total team effort, led by
three outstanding senior captains: Martha Dono
van, Kristin Merrill and Ann Stacey Quintiliani.
Seniors Leina Erickson and Kristin Hobbs also
provided leadership, experience and stability for
an otherwise young team. While the team was
completing a moderately successful dual meet sea
son (4-6}, it was gearing up for one of the most
successful New England Championships ever at
URI. Ten Varsity records were established this
year, nine at the New Englands. Every freestyle
record on the books (both individual and relay) but
one were re-established this past year at the New
Englands. At the Smith College meet in Decem
ber, an eight year diving record was removed from
the books.
Two of their toughest losses in dual meets were
to New Hampshire and Holy Cross, but the team
responded to those earlier defeats by beating both
those schools at the Championships. Perhaps the
team's biggest dual meet win was over three time
New England Division III Champion, Tufts Univer
sity. Gale Pimer ('91) and Jen Rulon ('91) qualified
for the prestigious Eastern Championships for the
third consecutive time this year. Eight Rhody ath
letes made the All New England team: juniors Pat
Carrellas, Laura lacobucci, Pimer, and Rulon.
sophomore Natalie Hansen and freshmen Julia
Chilicki, Cindy Stahl and Clarissa Zylinski.
At the tenth annual Fast Lane Club Awards
Banquet on April 7th, Pat Carlellas received the
Most Improved Award, while Jen Rulon received
the High Point Trophy. Jen was also selected by
her teammates as the Outstanding Swimmer for
the 1989-90 season
URI Opp.
Univ. of Ne J/
Hamp. 98 145
Holy Cross 144 155
Smith College 170 127
Fairfield Univ. 175 117
Prov. College 107 136
Maine 114 178
Central Conn. 175 94
Univ. of Mass. 131 169
Tufts Univ. 157 143
Southern Conn. 150 106
Springfield College 135 163
New England 7th with 278 pts.
Gymnastics
The WRams gymnastics team fought through a tough season with a lot of new faces to end with a
record breaking team score in the final meet. Six freshmen and one sophomore joined the seven
returning gymnasts to begin training in September. Although the first meet wasn't until January, the
team was setting its sights on the Atlantic - 10 and the Regional championship held in March.
"It was awkward to be thrown in with a new team, a new coach, and a different facility" said
freshman Amy Smith. But after spending three hours a day, six days a week first semester, the group
became a team.
There were new additions to the coaching staff as well. Ralph Perkuhn added new ideas, training
techniques, and energy to the program as assistant coach. Head trainer Charlie Thompson often went
beyond the call of duty to help the team any way he could. Head Coach Charlie Connery said, "The
two new additions were a great asset with their hard work and enthusiasm."
After spending more than two weeks of Christmas vacation in a fraternity for an intensive training
session, the team felt ready to face the competition of the season. Although success did not come in
leaps and bounds, a wealth of experience was gained, Co-captain Kris Reaman lead the team all
season as the top ali-arounder. Her individual success took her to Ohio State University for the
Regional championship. "It was a great way to end the season and my career as a gymnast," said
Reaman.
The team worked together outside of the gym as well. After months of various fund raising
activities, the team earned enough money to travel to Utah State University and the University of
California at Santa Barbara. They enjoyed the snowy mountains of Utah, but were more appreciative
of the climate and diversions California had to offer. "We've never had the opportunity to travel
across the country before. This wasn't just a gymnastics experience ... we met new people and
experienced a different lifestyle outside of New England," said Connery.
The final meet of the year against the University of New Hampshire was truly a finale. Co-captain
Anne Quinlan lead the team with the best performance of her college career. Junior Vicki Hughes
said, "I'm glad the seniors did so well . . . their last memories of Rhody gymnastics will be successful
ones but, we're all going to miss Kris and Anne very much." Connery said, "We didn't have the
Atlantic- 10 championship we set our goals on, but we had a positive finish. There is a strong nucleus
of returning gymnasts and combined with a couple of additions next year, I have a very positive
outlook."
Shortly after the season ended the team embarked on an intensive training program for next year.
Sophomore Val Liszewski feels that the 1990 season changed the attitude of the team. "We've found
a new determination and we're not going to stop!"
URI Opp.
Brown 174.05 169.1
Massachusetts 176.65 181.5
Townson St. 176.65 182.4
Rutgers 177.05 178.1
North Caro ma
State 176.4 173.55
West Virginia 176.8 182.6
Bowling Green 176.8 178.8
Pittsburgh 180.05 182.8
James Madison 180.05 178.85
Yale 178.45 175.45
Northeastern 176.95 181.1
Temple 179.05 180.35
Utah State 179.90 188.70
Cal-Santa Barba ra 180.6 177.0
Atlantic 10 Championships - 10th
Overall: 5-9

Ski Team
The URI Ski Team posted its finest season ever
during the 1989-90 racing season. The men's
team finished second overall in the McBrien divi
sion of the NCSA, while the women's team won
their division convincingly. After the regular sea
son ended, both teams traveled to the World Cup
Slopes of Waterville Valley, New Hampshire for
the Eastern Regional Playoffs. URI placed strong
finishes in both the slalom and giant slalom events,
while racing against fifteen of the East Coast's best
collegiate ski teams. The season was led by two
seniors, Kevin Pohl for the men and Mary Carty
for the women.
The team's coaches, Paul Verdile and Andy
Keyek, both have an optimistic outlook for the
1990-91 season; ". . . We have lost a lot of talent
with the graduation of Kevin and Mary, but we are
hoping our underclassmen can fill these vacancies
and carry some of the burden. We should have no
trouble repeating the results of this past season
next year."
The season which actually began in September
with an extensive dryland training brought in a
strong group of newcomers that raced "excellent
ly" throughout the season. Brett Williams, Lisa
Gallert, Becky Hassel and Trish Lampach were all
new to the ski team in 1990 but they contributed
significantly to the team's success.
The talent of the team was not seen until their
training week at Magic Mountain in mid-January.
There the team came together and trained for
their first race the following weekend. The stage
was set for the rest of the season as both teams
placed first in their opening races.
The URI Ski Team has changed considerably in
the past 6 years, and with the success of the past
season, it is hopefully only the beginning of a
winning future.
Men's Volleyball
The 1990 Men's Club Volleyball team proved
to be successful in its first year back in action after
a three year lay off. The team was reorganized in
the fall and competed in the NECVL (New En
gland Collegiate Volleyball League) this spring.
This League consists of approximately 20 college
teams from throughout New England. Art Tuver-
son, the Director of Recreation at URI, helped in
providing funds and the gym for the club.
The team was cheerfully welcomed back to the
league and they came back in style. Receiving
uniforms and warm-ups from the Clothing M.
facturer Club Sportswear, URI was the best
dressed team. Along with their nice clothes, the
team had the talent with earning an undefeated
record of 10-0. A relatively young team, URI
the NECVL in a thrilling tournament hosted by the
club.
The team looked to the Women's coach Bob
Schneck and senior Dawn Banket for guidance.
Dawn Banket, a former standout on the Women's
Volleyball team, volunteered her time to coach the
team and Bob Schneck offered his knowledge and
experience to team strategies. To go along with
the coaches' talent, the team had players with
talent too.
Senior Mark Wall, the Most Improved player,
was an excellent blocker and hitter at the right side
position. Freshman Michael Harrington provided
the defense for the team. At the outside hitter
position, sophomores Dan Greene and Mike Gan
non were consistently successful in their outside
attack. Pat Waterson and Kraig Cloutier played an
intimidating middle blocker position both hitting
and blocking effectively. Sophomore Steve San-
tonaso was very successful in controlling the
team's offense from the setter position. Steve,
Pat, and Kraig were selected as league All-Stars
and Dan was selected MVP.
The team is looking forward to another great
season. With many starters returning, the team
will be strong in every position. They are currently
trying to join EIVA (Eastern Intercollegiate Volley
ball Association) to hopefully be involved in more
competition and gain more recognition.
URI Opp.
Prov. College W L
Bryant W L
Holy Cross W L
Amherst W L
Northeastern W L
Westleyan W L
Atlantic Union W L
WPI W L
Salem State W L
Williams W L
Semifinals of Championsf ips
UNH W L
Finals of Champi
onships W L
Northeastern W L
Women's Indoor Track
The 1990 Indoor Track Team led by captain
Elisa Warren and Kelly Morrin finished fourth in
the New England Championships at Boston Uni
versity. There were 10 All New England athletes
and 6 school records were broken. Among school
record breakers were Elisa Warren in the 500
meters (1:17.06) and the 600 yards (1:29.09),
Monda Webb in the triple jump (39'3 %"), Christi
na Sadlow in the long jump (18 '/2'), Karen Peter
son in the 5000 (17:19.71) and the 4X400 meter
relay team of Becky Alves, Mary Lyons, Elisa
Warren and Christina Sadlow (3:55.34). The
WRams had 11 members qualify for the ECAC
championships, the final meet of the year com
posed of all Division 1 schools. Seniors Deanna
German was a New England and ECAC qualifier in
the 5000 with a season's best time of 17:42.7 and
Kelly Morin, one of the top half milers, finished her
season with a personal best of 2:13.0.
The quality of the program was reflected in the
number of school records and also in that there
were the highest number of athletes to qualify for
the Eastern Championships ever.
96
Men's Indoor Track
For the first time in the history of the University,
this indoor track team had to carry the label "De
fending New England Champions." The memories
of last years stunning victory at the New Englands
was fresh in everyone's mind despite the fact that
more than 40% of the point scorers from last year
were gone.
Facing perhaps the strongest schedule in recent
history, the team achieved a record of 3-5. They
suffered losses to Army, Dartmouth, Connecticut,
and Seton Hall while posting victories over Massa
chusetts, New Hampshire, and Fairleigh Dicken
son. These victories showed some promise and
gave the team confidence as they prepared for the
New Englands. Further adding to the confidence
was the relay team's victory at the internationally
renowned "Millrose Games" in Madison Square
Garden. The team of Ed Winslow, Tom Clark, Jeff
Woods, and Senior Co-Captain Bryan Cannon
overcame three years of bad luck at Millrose to
win their race.
Junior Jeff Woods was the team's leading scor
er during the regular season. He was consistent
scorer in his specialty, the high hurdles, but he set
new URI school records in the long jump (23'
10.57") and in the triple jump (49' 3.5"). At the
New Englands, Woods repeated his 1-2-3 finish of
last year. He won the triple jump, was second in
the 55m hurdles, and third in the long jump as well
as anchoring the relay team to second place. Oth
er URI records were set in the pentathlon by Brett
Whitney (3665) and in the mile by Tim Dunn
(4:09.69). For the second time, Bob Allen qualified
for the NCAA Championships in the 351b. weight.
The indoor season was a prelude of the good
things to come during the upcoming outdoor sea-
URI Opp.
Connecticut 57 93
Massachusetts 57 23
US Military
Academy 41 77
Seton Hall 41 52
Fairleigh Dickinson 41 15
a Dartmouth 14.5 85.5
Connecticut 14.5 50
New Hampshire 78 68
New England Championships |
Connecticut 55.5 97.5
Boston University 55.5 97
Northeastern 55.5 93
Overall: 3-5 1
1




Golf
The URI Golf team completed a very successful
1989-90 season. The fall schedule included ap
pearances in the Yale Invitational, Toski Tourney,
Wildcat Invitational, Fall New England Golf Cham
pionships and the Eastern Collegiate Athletic As
sociation Tourney. The match Schedule ended
with four wins and one loss. Individual highlights
include a top 10 finish in the ECAC qualifier for
junior Bruce Clendenen enabling him to partici
pate in the ECAC championships in New York
where he finished in the top 40 out of 200 golfers.
After a southern trip to Charleston, South Caro
lina and participation in the prestigious Fripp Is
land Collegiate Invitational and individual matches
in the area, the Rams returned to eastern competi
tion. They finished in the top 10 in the New En
gland Intercollegiate Golf Championships and the
Division I New England Tourney, 3rd in the SMU
one day Invitational and 14th in the Yale one day.
Their spring match schedule ended in a 9 win 4
loss record bringing the campaign total to 13 wins
and 5 losses. The medalist honors were evenly
divided between Bruce Clendenen, Mike Lurgio,
Barry Westall, Greg Kimmel. Joe M,
Paul Sullivan.
First year coach Tom Drennan said, "I am very
pleased with the progress of the team this year.
They laid the foundation for the continued d(
opment of the Ram Golf program and our quest to
return URI to New England Golf prominence."
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URI Opp.
Providence 404 388
Brown 404 423
Yale Fall Invitational - 21st
Salve Regina 247 297
Roger Williams 247 277
Toski Invitational - 14th
Salve Regina 340 397
ECAC Qualifier - 8th
NEIGA - 17th
Wildcat Invitational - 12th
Yale Invitational - 21st
Overall: 4-1
Fripp Island Tourney - 22nd
Kentucky Wesleyan - won
Baptist - won
Lehigh - won
Blackburn - loss
Connecticut - loss
Boston College - loss
Yale Univ. Spring Tourney - 14th
Salve Regina - won
SMU - won
Southeastern Mass. Univ. Tourney -
3rd
Rhode Island Div. I Championship -
2nd
Atlantic 10 Championships - 5th
New England Inter-Collegiate Champi
onships - 10th
New England Div. I Championships
10th
Suffolk - won
Salve Regina - won
Uj^?
URI Opp.
Boston U. 4 5
Conn. College 2 7
Prov. College 2 7
U. Mass. 1 5
Salve Regina 9 0
Brown (JV) 7 2
Fairfield 5 1
Bryant 7 2
Men's Tennis
The 1990 Men's Tennis team consisted mainly
of freshmen and sophomores, with only one senior
captain Greg Burbelo. After a slow start the Rams
put their court experience in gear, with strong play
from Bob Haxton in the number one spot. The
player with the most outstanding record was Bren
dan Murphy. He compiled a 5-2 record in league
competition and an overall record of 12-4, includ
ing being a finalist in the New England tournament.
In tournament competition, the Ram's finished
tied for 7th place in the Atlantic 10 conference,
and 10th in the New England tournament out of
30 teams. New year we will be a team to be
reckoned with!
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Men's Outdoor Track
Coming off a successful fourth place finish in the
Indoor New England Championships, the team was very
excited about the upcoming Outdoor season. The many
nagging indoor injuries should be healed and the team
would be joined by fifth year seniors Doug Read and
Randy Warren.
The promising season opened at Williamsburg, Va.
Hampered by cold weather, the performances were less
than anticipated with the exception of senior Steve Neri
and Kevin Flood in the 10.000m. Dropped batons and
bad relay passes doomed the team to non-scoring
places. Also, senior Randy Warren became ill in Virginia-
an illness that would last for at least four weeks and
greatly reduce his chances to repeat as a New England
champion.
As the team prepared for the dual meet season, at
least four other Rams were sidelined with injuries. The
team was very thin at this point and the future looked
bleak. By mid-April, seniors Doug Read and Larry Bal-
kus had strained muscles and Bob Allen injured his back.
The team kept scrapping and was able to achieve a 5-3-1
dual meet record despite the missing personnel. As the
team prepared for the Penn Relays, the competing
squad was reduced to just two people.
Evidence of improvements were apparent as the team
won the "Easterns" Championships. The team scored
125 points compared to 89 for SCSU in second. Junior
Jeff Woods was chosen as the Most Valuable Track
Athlete of the Meet. With five champions and five run-
ners-up, the team performances were much improved
and the confidence level was improving for next week's
New Englands.
As has become tradition over the past few years, the
team's performances at the New Englands were great! It
was apparent that the entire team was ready to "peak"
and that each individual was willing to give this meet
everything they had. While being picked for eighth
place, the team finished in third place, just one point
from second! Jeff Woods won two events, finished sec
ond in another, and anchored the relay team in 47.1 to
second place. He again was chosen as the Most Valuable
Track Athlete of the Meet. A semi-healthy Doug Read
showed his champion-style as he finished second in the
800 and ran a dazzling leg in the relay (47.2}. Brett
Whitney had two personal bests to complete a very
successful season for the team.
Senior Co-Captain Doug Read was chosen as the
University's Senior Scholar/Athlete. During his tenure,
Read has been a New England Champion eight times
and qualified for the NCAA Championships. He has
several URI school records to his credit and he has been
team captain for three years. His presence will be
missed.
URI Opp.
Connecticut 77 97
Massachusetts 77 25
St. John 93 149
Manhattan 93 127
Columbia 93 93
NY Tech 93 87
CCSU 93 51
Univ. of Hamp. 94 48
Holy Cross 94 39
Easterns Champions
New Englands 3rd
ICAAAA 23rd
Record 5-3-1
Women's Outdoor
Track
The 1990 Outdoor Track Team, led by Jeanne
Shevock, Kelly Morin, and Elisa Warren, captured
first place at the New England Championships in
Vermont. Each member of the team received All-
New England honors. Some of the highlights were
a first place finish in the 800 meters by capt. Kelly
Morin (1:12.55), first place in the 400 intermedi
ate hurdles by capt. Elisa Warren with a school
record of 62.25 seconds. Others first place honors
went to Karen Peterson in the 10,000, another
school record, Caryn Figureas in the shot-put, and
Liz Legualt in the weight throw. Senior Jeanne
Sherlock added a third in the Javelin and Monda
Webb contributed in the 200, triple jump, 4x100
and the 4x400 relays. Other school records bro
ken were the 4x400 relay team of Becky Alves,
Mary Lyons, Kelly Morin, and Christina Sadlow
(3:52.50). Senior Deanna Germane contributed a
third in the 5000 and qualified for the ECAC
championships along with Morin, Warren, She
vock, Webb, Lavone, Legualt, Figureas, and
Peterson.
This year's squad, captains by seniors, Kelly
Morin and Deanna Germano, experienced a rela
tively successful season. In the only regular scoring
meet of the season, (as opposed to invitationals or
chcimpionships), the URI team finished second,
beating Vermont and New Hampshire and losing
to Massachusettes. Thus, the "season record" is 2-
1. In the three early season invitationals compris
ing 8 and 9 team fields, URI had two third place
finishes and a fourth place finish. The first Atlantic
10 Championship held at VanCortland Park,
N.Y.C. saw URI finish 5th in the eight team field
with freshman, Stephanie Ulicny, taking a spot on
the 10 member "All Conference Team". In the
New England Championships, URI finished 5th in
a twenty-nine team field with four of five runners
from URI gaining "All New England" honors
(Prov. College - the winning team, was the only
other team to place 4 or more runners in the top
30 finishers). The final championship, the
ECAC/NCAA Dist. I qualifier, had twenty-eight
Division I schools competing in the "A" race. URI
finished 17th in the ECAC Championships and 8th
out of 12 schools in the NCAA District I qualifier.

Hockey
The University of Rhode Island Ice Hockey
Team is quickly establishing itself as one of the top
collegiate club programs in the nation. The past
two seasons have seen the Rams break into the
National rankings finishing #6 in 1989 and #10 in
1990. URI captured the Northeast Collegiate
Hockey Association in 1989, losing in the consola
tion finals of the National Collegiate Club Champi
onships to the University of Arizona (8-7).
URI Hockey is sponsored through the Recre
ational Services as part of the Club Sport Program
and receives limited funding from the University.
With no ice facility on campus, team members
carpool to West Warwick for practice and home
contests. The programs $15,000.00 budget is
quickly spent on ice rental, officials, and bus travel
to away contests and equipment. Much of the
funding to support the team comes from team
fund-raising, alumni, and parent contributions as
well as the players themselves. The 1989-90 sea
son was the first season in which a commitment
was made to pay a part time coaching staff
through fund-raising efforts.
Competitively the Hockey Team will be looking
to take another giant step forward in 1990-91.
There have already been invitations to participate
in two tournaments at Penn State in the 1990
National Championships- Nittany Lions Invitation
al) and #15 ranked Navy. Crabpot Tourney. The
URI team will also be hosting their own tourna
ment in late November. The team's goal will be to
recapture the NECHA Championship and receive
a bid to the National Collegiate Ice Hockey Club
Championships scheduled for late February in
Tucson, Arizona. If successful it will be a welcome
return trip to Arizona for the Rams as they played
Arizona this year with 35-40 URI-Arizona Alumni
in attendance. The URI team, coaches and staff
certainly appreciated the support as well as the
post game reception hosted by Arizona-URI Alum
ni Association and its President Art Levin.
Lacrosse
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Men's Rugby
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Women's Rugby
Rugby is a traditional English game that is com
patible with American football in some ways and
soccer in others. Rugby is played in both the fall
and the spring semesters. A regular season lasts
from 6-8 weeks. Practices are held everyday be
hind Keaney from 3:30-5. Games are usually
played Wednesday nights or Saturday mornings.
The teams that the WRams play consist of Tufts
University, Bryant College, University of Connecti
cut, Providence College, and Brown. These teams
and others like Dartmouth are involved in the New
England Rugby Football Tournament. They have
participated in a Round Robin Tournament hosted
by Wesleyan University in Connecticut.
The Rhody Ruggers did not have a very profit
able fall '89 season. They ended with a 2-5 record.
Things went better in the spring '90 season. They
ended with a 4-1-2 record, tremendously better
than the fall season. A lot of the new people
recruited in the fall, really made an improvement
and picked up the pace in the spring as did the
novice players. As one new team member Jennifer
Teese said, "More than half of the team is new and
now with the experience behind us we feel strong
about having a winning season in the spring semes
ter." (Well, that's what they did.) Some of the
Ruggers greater individual standouts are as fol
lows: seniors, Karin Eckert (scrum), Debbie Smith
(scrum), Kristin Eckert (scrum), and rookies llicia
Katz (scrum), Jennifer Teese (back, wing), and
Natalie Sawin (back, inside center). The whole
team actually consists of twenty-five players. The
players themselves arc their own coaches. The
President of the club is Karin Eckert, Vice Presi
dent Amy Gagnon, Treasurer Kristin Eckert and
Secretary Mary Lemay. As the Ruggers came to a
close of their spring season, they played one of
their best games, their last home game against
) RIC. Karin Eckert commented, "Not only was 1
pleased with the continual improvement of the
rookies, but the whole team really pulled together
as a whole for a win." And win they did. They kept
RIC at a shutout for a score of 22-0.
URI Opp.
Tufts 4 4
Southern
Connecticut 18 6
Bryant 6 0
Rhode Island College 20 0
Holy Cross 12 0
Tufts 4 4
UConn 12 0



Cycling
Although it is one of the smaller teams in the
Eastern Collegiate Cycling Federation, the URI
Cycling Club has already made itself known as a
strong competitor. The team spends most of its
spring weekends racing all over the eastern sea
board. This season, despite the loss of many senior
racers and the inexperience of much of the team,
the team still managed to place respectably in
several races. Vice President Steve Colangeli said,
"We hope to send racers to Nationals next year
because we definitely have the potential."
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Penn State (a Allentown
Eric Bouskcr
Dave Sheldon
Lehigh College
Eric Bousker
Dave Sheldon
West Point
Steve Colangeli
Williams
Steve Colangeli
UMass Eastern Championships
Eric Bousker 15th Criterium
Colangeli, Matt Bahamonde,
Eric Bouskcr, Jason Carter 18th in
Tram time trial
Student Life here at the Universi
ty of Rhode Island is extremely di
verse. The life here begins as you
move in as a freshman and it goes
well past your graduation. From
the moment you start here there
arc so many things to choose to
become involved in.
The first thing a person usually
does is reads the Cigar to find out
what is going on and when. From
rushing a fraternity or sorority to
protesting in Washington D.C. But
student life is much more than be
ing involved in an organized club,
sport, or publication. It is just being
part of the university itself. Going
to the dining halls, seeing a movie
every week in Edwards, and party
ing at a fraternity or bar arc things
that make a person part of the uni
versity life.
STUDENT LIFE
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Classes And Learning
Classes and Learning - what can
we really say about it. It's what we
arc here for right? We get up in the
morning or in the afternoon if we're
lucky, we go to classes (sometimes),
we listen to our profs, (sometimes),
we take notes (sometimes), we
sleep in class, wc wake up and then
we go home and take a nap. Yet
somehow we manage to learn
something about someone who did
something somewhere which af
fects us somehow in our lives!?

Dorm Life
Dorm Life. Many of us began our
college career living with a stranger
who was as scared as we were.
Your roommate was the guaran
teed mealmate until you remem
bered the names of the people
down the hall or in your suite.
Once you got settled in you
probably called home with a long
list of must-haves for your room.
The HOT POT (as illegal as it is) is
an absolute necessity. Along with
that necessity was the request for
extra crates, shower baskets, if you
were in a hall dorm, extra hooks,
three prong outlet adaptors, and a
desk lamp. And after a week or so,
the necessity of the endless supply
of quarters became obvious, for
laundry and vending machines.
Dorm life is a fun experience.
There is always someone around to
talk to. And guaranteed there is a
fire alarm which goes off when you
are cither in the shower or in need
ed slumber at Sam. The dorms are
a great way to meet people. And
once you've made your friends.
suite life is great. If you are really
lucky you have the second floor
suite in Buttcrfield or a terraced
room in one of the tower dorms.
There are a few little perks which
come along with dorm life that is
never mentioned in the new student
handbook. One being that unex-
plainable occurance of going to
sleep with your window wide open,
because the heat in your room is 85
degrees, and waking up with frost
bite on your nose because some
time during the night the heat had
switched to the other side of the
building. Another perk is the sud
den hot spurts of water in your
shower which will inevitably burn
the skin of valuble body parts. The
fact that mail comes only five days
a week here at URI where the rest
of the country the mail comes six
days a week. Explain that!
But with all the ups and downs of
dorm life it is like no other experi
ence you can get anywhere.
Dorm Life
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Eating At URI
RoJo's, Butterfield, and Hope.
The establishments which somehow
maintain the lives of thousands.
Sometimes you go for days on cere
al, peanut butter and jelly, and wa
ter. Sometimes you finish every
thing on your plate because you
know that chicken fingers don't
come around that often. All in all,
the food here is good enough, it's
not like home, but you learn when
I to order out and when to make a
I meal.
Some words of advice. The rolls
i are fresh only during the week, the
I last sip of your juice will be syrupy.
the croutons arc the best, there is
always cereal, watch out for prickly
lettuce, and always say thank you.
A student on campus soon learns
the Sunday Brunch is the best meal
of the week and it is not to be
missed, and Saturday night "spe
cialties" should be missed at all
costs.
Then comes the legendary deliv
ering establishments. What would
one do without Tony's free small
with a large pizza? Or Kingston Piz
za's grinders? Little Caesars Pizza?
When those late night study mun-
chies hit, one finds thcmself very
grateful for the delivery :
For the ambitious comes the
walk up to the Emporium for AI-
bies, the new Courtyard Cafe (if
you are feeling wealthy), Subway,
Lai-Lai. and TCBY. Since Del-Mors
stopped delivering, that has be
come a favorite for the ambitious.
The Ram's Den is a great place
to eat. It's not very far from the
dorms and its not expensive. The
taco special can't be beat and you
sec them crack the eggs.
Oddly enough we all survive our
college years, so the dining hall
food can't be as bad as it seems.
Those trips home break up the mo
notony of the food, and with some
luck you bring back a care package
large enough to feed your floor.
Eating At URI

Down The Line/Commuting
After living on campus, many laundry experience behind them er lounge in the Memorial Union,
students choose to live "down the from living in the dorms. Food sleeping on the Quad, and in the
line" and join the commuters on shopping and cleaning the bath- police station trying to track down
our campus. Usually four or five room becomes something you do the whereabouts of his or her car.
people go in together on a house in for your own survival and not Nowhere else, a commuter real-
one of the neighboring towns, something you earn for your izes, can a college student live right
Having to provide yourself with allowance. on the beach for $250 a month, and
food and other necessities can be a A commuter must learn that In- so they learn to deal with the trials
hard lesson to learn. Many people dependance Hall is not 8.5 minutes and tribulations of commuter life at
learn the art of microwave cooking, away, but it is now 25 minutes URL
surviving on macaroni and cheese away with traffic, parking and get-
dinners, and where the cheapest ting your coffee at Bess Eaton or
Chinese food is. Luckily, many peo- the Rams Den. Between classes the
pie have already had two years of commuter can be found in commut-
Down The Line/Commuting
r
Clubs
An alternative to the fraternity
parties on campus and house par
ties down the line is going to the
bars in the area. Old favorites are
the Pier House, Coast Guard
House, Windsors, Sandcastles, Bon
Vue Inn, Thee University Pub, Ca
sey's, and others.
Along with the drink specials,
there are bands playing all the time
and there is food to be eaten. It is a
great place to see friends, meet
new ones, and have a good time.
Jl inr^ r 1
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Campus Life at URI consists of
many different things. People can
be found studying at the library,
writing for the Cigar, helping with
an exhibition in Fine Arts, practic
ing on the fields behind Keaney, or
catching a power nap in the dorm.
Since URI is so large, it would be
impossible to cover all aspects of
campus life, so here are a few pho
tos showing some of the things that
goes on here. Campus Life
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BUDGET CUTS!!! That's all we
heard about in this year. DiPrete
proposed to cut $13.4 million from
the URI budget. We were able to
absorb $9 million of the cuts, but
we still need the $4.4 million.
The first organized march began
at Keaney Gym and ended up on
President Eddy's lawn. Despite the
ram and mud, a significant amount
of students showed their discontent
by marching.
After students became more in
formed, the next march was orga
nized. Five thousand people
showed up in Keaney Gym to "turn
their back on Gov. DiPrete." Gov.
DiPrete made an appearance and a
short speech and promptly left,
leaving many student's questions
unanswered.
The Student Senate then orga
nized a march on the State House
in Providence. This "silent march"
consisted of about one thousand
concerned URI students, alumni,
faculty, Rhode Island residents, and
students from other Rhode Island
schools.
These marches represent the
concern the students have for the
quality of education here at URI.
Hopefully, the Senators in the State
House will also realize it.
Here at the University of
Rhode Island. Greek organiza
tions consist of over 50% of the
student population. In the follow
ing pages, many houses are rep
resented, and those which aren't
didn't respond to Renaissance's
request for articles and photos.
Fraternities and Sororities are
involved in much more than so
cials, parties, and formals. Each
house is governed by the Inter-
fraternity Council and the Pan-
hellenic Council. And all houses
participate in philanthropic
activites.
The Greek system may not be
for everyone, but those who are
involved will enjoy their experi
ence not only in college, but
throughout their lives.

Alpha
Chi
Omega
The Gamma Sigma chap
ter of Alpha Chi Omega has
been a vital part of URI's
greek system since 1985.
We are one of 22 fraternal
organizations that appear
on campus.
Many exciting things
have happened over the
past few years. Most im
portant was our award for
most improved sorority of
the year and sorority of the
year. We've also won a
number of progress awards
presented by our national
council, and just recently
had a feature story pub
lished in our national
magazine.
Our chapter has tripled
in size and is looking for
ward to the expansion of
our dining facilities, kitch
en, laundry and phone room
in the fall of 1990.
In addition to winning nu
merous awards, Alpha Chi
Omega has members par
ticipating in over fifty cam
pus activities including the
ater, athletics, peercounsel
ing, and Panhellic Associa
tion. Alpha Chi Omega is
also dedicated to volun
teering our services for
Philanthropic events, such
as the Heart Foundation,
and our adoption of the In
dian Run Village Retirement
Home. We also serve as a
foster parent for a child in
Kenya. Through enthusiasm
and dedication. Alpha Chi
Omega will continue to
shine as individuals and as
a whole.
Alpha
Xi
Delta
With 73 sisters living in
the house and 45 pledges.
Alpha Xi Delta is a diverse
and involved sorority. Our
mascot is the Teddy Bear,
namely AI Fuzzy and Betzi
Bear, and our colors are
light blue, dark blue, and
gold. Our big red house Is
located at 12 Fraternity
Circle.
Alpha Xi Delta is involved
with many campus and
community functions. In
the fall we participate in
Project Pumpkin, a day to
aid the elderly rake leaves
or to sit and keep someone
company. Through socials
and selling things we raise
money for different chari
ties including our philan
thropic, the American
Heart and Lung Associa
tion. Alpha Xi Delta com
petes in Sigma Chi's Derby
Daze and the annual Greek
Week, which raises money
for Coffee Kids.
Afternoon tea is a long
forgotten tradition for
many sororities. Alpha XI
Delta took the initiative to
revive this tradition by
sponsering a dessert tea in
honor of President Eddy.
We were excited to be
joined by a number of facul
ty members also. We hope
to continue this tradition
by making it an annual
event.
Alpha Xi Delta is a strong
part of the Greek system at
URI. As one of seven soror
ities on campus, we carry
on a tradition that began 97
years ago. Alpha Xi Delta . .
. for all the right reasons.
Delta
Zeta
Delta Zeta, the Universi
ty of Rhode island's soror
ity of the year 1990, prides
itself on the special bond
that exists within its sister
hood. The sisters are in
volved in all aspects of the
University. Delta Zeta was
proud to have one of its
members voted the 1989
Homecoming Queen, Mi
chelle Krieger.
The nationally philan
thropy for DZ, Gallaudet
University, has been a main
concern. It's this dedica
tion working towards the
wants and needs of others
that made such a special
bond within our home. DZ
was Greek Sing champions
3 years In a row.
The supportive nature of
individuals is one of the
many reasons why DZ is
not just a house> but a
home.
Sigma
Delta
Tau
Sigma Delta Tau is the lit
tle brown house near
Keaney parking lot. Even
though it takes a year and a
day to walk to Fine Arts, we
like to call It home. Like all
Greek houses we conduct
philanthropic events to
raise money for charities.
We recently held our first
annual "Fraternity Fued" to
raise money for the preven-
tion of child abuse.
Throughout the four to
eight years of learning here
at URI, many long-lasting
friendships were made.
These pictures show the
great times we've had here,
but they can't fully portray
all that Sigma Delta Tau has
given us during our stay at
college.
Sigma
Kappa
Sigma Kappa is the finest
sorority established on the
URI campus and Is growing
stronger all the time. The
girls are committed to URI
through their dedicated in
volvement in academics.
sports, counseling, philan
thropy and more. Each girl
is a unique individual and
Sigma Kappa holds many di
verse intersts. Still, our
greatest goal and accom
plishment is our lasting
bond with one another.
Rho
Psi
Delta
Rho Psi Delta is a new local sorority which was started by Jenny Porsavage and Sherri Hauer with
the help of Thomas Dougan, Director of Campus Life, who applauded the idea. He connected them
with Krista Linnerud, a sister of Chi Omega and former president of PanHel, who helped in getting
the sorority started.
The three girls began by placing an ad in the Cigar about an informational meeting for all those in
terested. To their suprize, 80 girls showed up. After interviewing, bids were awarded to 54
prospective members. On April 9, 1990 they were pinned in for the first pledge class of Rho Psi Delta.
Each girl is unique in her own way, yet they all share the common goal of making Rho Psi Delta a
success. Future pains include working lo gain university recognition in order to get national backing
as well as organizing philanthropic projects.
Sorry No Photo Available
I
I
Phi
Sigma
Kappa
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Sigma Pi
Sigma Pi is best known
for its diversity and indi
viduality. The house is com
prised of majors from ac
counting to engineering,
and interests from cycling
to welghtlifting. Yet there
is a bond which allows the
house to maintain unity.
Prided for its intramural
and extracurricular activi
ties, the house participates
in basketball, ice hockey,
football. Softball and more.
Sigma Pi has established
many traditions on campus.
Such as the Halloween par
ty, the Beach party, and the
"Sleepout on the Quad" for
the homeless.
Located at 2 Fraternity
Circle, the housing is mod
ern, built in 1982, and rooms
are well organized and
space efficient. The house
emplys a cook to prepare
its meals. This ensures bet
ter food and more variety.
GET A PIECE OF THE Pll
Beta
Theta
Pi
The Beta Theta Pi colony
at URI started as a local
chapter at the beginning of
October 1989. The fall se
mester basically consisted
of learning how a fraternity
is runi such as electing offi
cers, finding a house
(which continues to be a
main effort), petitioning
the General Fraternity for
colony status and becoming
recognized by IFC. We
were recognized at colony
status in mid-November,
recognized by IFC in Janu
ary, and hopefully will be
recognized by the Universi
ty by the end of the spring
semester.
Our colony currently
consists of 33 brothers who
are going through the
pledge period at our host
chapter, Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology. By
the fall semester 1990. wc
all hope to be brothers.
This school year probably
couldn't have gone any bet
ter for us as a new colony.
We donated our time and
efforts to charities, helped
out in community service
programs, and sponsored a
blood drive with the Tau
Kappa Epsilon pledges. We
were the officials and
judges of Greek Week and
our Oozeball team won sec
ond place. We held a couple
of socials, one with Alpha
Chi Omega, and had a great
time. Hopefully, the forth
coming years will be even
better than this one.
I
Tau Epsilon Phi
Tau Epsilon Phi, a tight-knit brotherhood continues to be a strong supporter both socially
and fraternally. With strong alumni support, we are able to operate an organized and
efficient house. Our enthusiasm and energy in such events as Greek Week, intramural
athletics, our annual Teeter-Totter community fundraiser, and other campus and Greek
activities show that we want to make a difference. Our Spring Weekend brings brothers,
old and new. and pledges together to relive the past and to see what the future holds for our
fraternity.
Greek Week Greek Week Greek Week Greek We
^k Greek Weei< Greei< Week Greek Week Greek
On the eve of March 23, 1990,
hundreds of people from each
house attended the opening tra
dition of Greek Week, commonly
known as Greek Bash. This year
it managed to stay in control and
everybody had a great time.
The events making up Greek
Week ranged from the lip-sync
contest to the Corolla push to the
keg toss. Outside was the tug-of
war, the softball tournament, the
tricycle race, and others. Inside
viras the pie eating contest, the
swimming competition, the gong
show and of course, the sing
competition at the end of the
weke.
This year's teams consisted of
Sigma Kappa, Sigma Nu, and Zeta
Beta Taui Chi Phi, Alpha Delta Pi,
and Tau Kappa Epsiloni Delta
Zeta, Sigma Pi, and Alpha Epsilon
Pii Alpha Xi Delta, Tau Epsilon
Phi, and Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Sig
ma Delta Tau, Sigma Chi, and Sig
ma Phi Epsiloni Phi Gamma Delta,
Chi Omega, and Theta Delta Chi-,
and Alpha Chi Omega, Phi Sigma
Kappa, and Lambda Chi Alpha.
This year Beta Theta Pi was
judging.
The winning teams were Alpha
Xi Delta, Tau Epsilon Phi, and Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon. The Greek Sing
winners were Delta Zeta and
Lambda Chi Alpha. The individual
winners were Delta Zeta and Tau
Kappa Epsilon.
Along with the hard work and
time commitment there was a
great social life to make the
week fun. Almost every night
team socials were held. Not only
were they fun, but they helped
build the team unity. But the
most important part of Greek
Week isn't the fun and games, it
is the money raised for needy
charities. This year's money
went to "Coffee Kids". Also, a
canned food drive raised food
for the needy.
Over the years Greek Week
has proved to be a great week
here at URI and this year was no
exception. Everyone had a good
time and they also raised money
for worthy causes.
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ACTIVITIES
AMA
American
Marketing
Association
WRIU ^
WRlU is the largest student organization on campus and provides
xperience in the fields of business management, electrical engineering
and broadcast journalism. 580 AM WRIU
stations of its kind in the entire world and
Currently AM is the training ground for all i
Our strongest signal comes from 90.3 FM i
of the largest AM
;as established in 1940.
ew members of WRIU.
id we broadcast to all of
Southern New England as well as New York. As the largest non
commercial radio station in Rhode Island we offer a diverse musical
format as well as news and sports coverage.
WRIU is located in Rm. 362 of the Memorial Union and new mem
bers are always welcome.
Professions In
Medicine
Professions in Medicine is an organization
that assists prospective Medical. Veterinary,
and Dental students in getting information on
professional schools of their choice. In doing so
the club offers trips to selected schools, enter
tains guest lecturers, and has a library of cata
logs and pamphlets from many Medical, Veteri
nary and Dental Schools from around the
nation.
LB/LS
Little Brother/Little Sister is a student run organization that
aims to provide companionship for the youngsters of the commu
nity. URI students are paired with the children based on hobbies
and interests. In addition to seeing their "littles" weekly, all the
"bigs" participate in group activities bimonthly. A few of this
year's activities include a Halloween party with Sig-Ep, a Thanks
giving dinner, a Christmas party with the Union Board, Rollers-
kating trips, A Valentine's Day party, an Easter Egg Hunt with
DZ, and a field day with Chi Phi - complete with President Eddy.
Executive Board: President Amy Fenton; V. President Patrice
Neary; Treasurer Joanna Levin; Membership Pat Szlashta, Marc
Cournoyer; Social Chairs Mindy Weinstein, Joanna Levin; Public
Relations Mary Safran.
SEC
The URI Student Entertainment Committee (SEC) is a Sen
ate funded, student-run organization that brings most of the
entertainment to the campus.
SEC is composed of four subcommittees: Concert/Dance,
Lectures, Special Events, and Midday/Off Campus. Each sub
committee deals with its own specific area of entertainment.
The Concert/Dance subcommittee brought us Bob Dylan,
The Wailers, Adrian Beiew. The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Melis
sa Etheridge, Meat Loaf, Don McLean, The B-52's, Dr. John.
and Robert Fripp and the League of Crafty Guitarists. Max
Creek, and Warren Zevon.
Speakers such as Sarah Weddington, Robert Hastings, Bob
Hall, Jeff Weingrad, Edgar Tatro, Joe Clark, and the Faculty
Lecture series has entertained our campus this year.
The Special Events subcommittee started a new monthly
series called "Monday Night Live". Other events included
comedy shows with Judy Tenuta. Emo Philips, Charlie Hall,
Frank Santos, The Dating Game. BBQ's on the Quad, Jim
Karol, Windham Hill, and the (amous One Ton Sundae.
In Midday/Off Campus, the midday half was responsible for
events during the day such as caricatures, pumpkin carving,
Santa pictures, Tarot card readers, old time photos, roving
magicians and Star Trax. The off-campus half was responsible
for trips to New York City, Boston Red Sox games. Haunted
Monastery and the SEC Play Series,
LASA
Latin
American
Student
Association
Students
For
Axcess
Student Senate
The Senate is an annually elected body of 40
students headed by the President and Vice Presi
dent who work through the following eight com
mittees to help ensure your rights as students:
Academic Affairs, Communications, Executive,
External Affairs, Finance, Minority Affairs, Stu
dent Organization Advisory Review Committee
(SOARC)
Any student, regardless of whether or not can
join five out of the eight committees with Finance,
SOARC and Executive committees being the ex
ceptions. Also, all students are welcome to attend
Student Senate meetings which are held every
Wednesday at 6i30p.m. in the Senate Chambers,
3rd floor Memorial Union. So come on down to
room 138 in the MU and get involved!
Amnesty International
Amnesty International is a worldwide organization that works towards
the release of all prisoners of conscience, promotes fair and speedy trials
to all, and acts towards the end of torture and execution in all cases
around the world, The AI chapter at URI works to educate the people on
campus about human rights, as well as writing letters to governments
across the globe concerning violations of human rights in their countries.
AI also raises funds for those in support of the campaign for human rights,
and takes part in the worldwide efforts to stop the abuse of human rights.
OSA
Older
Student
Association
World
Hunger
Committee
The URI World Hunger Committee is THE
MOST dedicated organization at the University of
Rhode Island. Its main objective is to help emer
gency shelters in the South County area. This past
year we believe we have met our goals with great
success. Our biggest accomplishment was raising
nearly $2,000.00 for Oxfam America. Students
with the University meal plan voluntarily gave up a
meal and the proceeds from this event were donat
ed by the Dining Services to benefit this charity.
Just as successful were the WHC clothes drives
throughout the year. Members collected clothes
from dorm residents. The donations were then
distributed to the Jonnycake Center, South Coun
ty Emergency Shelter and the Women's Resource
Center.
Renaissance
The Renaissance is the organization that pro
duced this masterpiece that you are now fully
enjoying. Despite the lack of returning staff
members (only 3) and the inheritance of a huge
debt the Renaissance managed to combine cre
ativity and diverse yearbook styling back
grounds together, and managed to produce
what we all think to be an attractive and repre
sentative yearbook of URI. This year's editors
were, Shelley Miller-Editor-in-chief, Flaubert
Lau-Business Manager, Sue Camara-Seniors,
Jennifer Beauregard-Special Events, Elissa
Schreck-Student Life, Tuan Do-Sports, Dan
Sylvestre-Photography, and Dave Verespy-
Photography. This year's staff members includ
ed Unni (The Man, The Myth, The Legend),
Beth Ginsberg, Kristen Maclaughlin, Sue Dono
van, and Jennie Mordaunt.
Sports editor Tuan Do and friends.
Debate Team
The URI Debate team has continued their long tradition of
success with a victory filled fall semester. The team won nine
awards in six tournaments. URI debators competed at tourna
ments hosted by West Point Military Academy, Columbia Univer
sity, University of Vermont and Southern Connecticut State Uni
versity and URI.
The URI Debate team is affiliated with the Cross Examination
Debate Association (CEDA). Close to three hundred colleges and
universities participate in tournaments sanctioned by CEDA. The
topic for the Fall semester was "Resolved: That Violence is a
Justified Response to Political Oppression." The topic for the
Spring semester was "Resolved: That Trend Toward Increasing
Foreign Investment in the U.S. is Detrimental to the Nation."
New debators are always welcome to join this organization.
Union
Board
The Union Board is a student run
organization that works with the
Memorial Union administrative staff
to oversee the operations of the
Memorial Union Building. The
Union Board tries to maintain the
Memorial Union as a student center
where every aspect of student
needs are provided.
Our mission is two-fold, consist
ing of Operations and Program
ming. The Union Board assists in
insuring student input into aspects
of the Memorial Union operations
including: policy review, updating
and implementation; and atten
dance at regularly occurring meet
ings with the staff.
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As the academic year came to a
close so did our yearbook. For
many it was the end of a long and
tiring journey, but for some it was
only the beginning. Throughout
these pages, we tried to cover the
many diverse aspects and events at
URI.
It all began with the dreadful Se
nior section. Sue spent many long
days and nights sorting through
over 500 pictures of her senior
pals, and going over each and ev
ery one of their names. Her system
was worked out to a T, but then
latecomers submitted their pictures
messing up the whole system. The
staff wishes her success in her fu
ture endeavors.
Next came the Special Events
section. Unfortunately, Jen had to
deal with concert cancellations and
performers not allowing photos to
be taken at the concerts that did
take place. As a result, her section
ended up being quite small.
Tuan, Tuan, Tuan! He was in
charge of the massive undertaking
of the Sports section. This year was
one of the first years that nearly all
sports (club and varsity) were cov
ered in the yearbook. Despite hav
ing a small staff, he managed to pull
it off. Best Wishes from everyone
on the Renaissance at Virginia
Tech.
rnF"
r

Elissa, our second "edi
tor", had to deal with the Stu
dent Life section which main
ly included getting in contac
with the Greek houses. De
spite delayed response from
many of the houses, she man
aged to put together an al
most complete Greek sec
tion. Her past yearbook
experience and her organiza
tional skills contributed to the
entire production of the
book.
The Photography editors
and photographers, Dan and
Dave (editors), Unni, Jen and
Sue were responsible for
seeking out campus events
and capturing them on film.
Special thanks should go to
Unni (the one and only) for all
of his computer knowledge
when most of us were clue
less about anything and ev
erything remotely connected
with the Mac.
Flaubert, our beloved Busi
ness Manager, was the most
unfortunate person on the
staff because he had to deal
with an inherited, huge debt
carried over from last year.
He was the one who re
mained firm when it came to
the little extras that we ail
wanted in the book. As a re
sult of his money saving atti
tude (you miser) and his goal
to sell off old yearbooks, the
debt was cut almost in half.
(Just in time for his graduat
ing book - 1992).


The person in charge of the Ac
tivities section pulled out so it was
left up to the editor-in-chief Shelley.
With all of her other responsibilities
which included figuring out the
complex channelling system within
the University and overseeing the
rest of the book at the same time
trying to figure out the computer,
she managed to pull together a
small portion of the campus clubs
and activities. (Those not pictured
did not respond). Despite this add
ed responsibility she managed to
assemble all of the pages turned in
by the various editors which formed
what she feels to be a "pretty damn
good book" considering she was
only a sophomore.
None of this would have been
accomplished without our good
friend and Jostens' representative
Norval Garnett. Despite his lack of
computer knowledge (Just kidding
Norval), he encouraged us to try
new things (BLACK ON BLACK -
Sports Section) and kept us going
when we were ready to throw this
whole thing out. Thanks Norval!
All in all the entire staff is happy
with the book and we hope our
readers enjoy it as much as we did
in creating it. Best of luck to the
class of 1990!
Allendale
Insurance
Compliments of
Allendale Mutual Insurance Company
Allendale Park
P.O. Box 7500
Johnston, Rl 275-3000
CONGRATULATIONS
to the CLASS of 1990
from the
OFFICERS and MEMBERS
of
LOCAL NO. 37 IRON WORKERS
845 Waterman Avenue
East Providence, Rl 02914
COLLEGE GRADUATES
EARNEDm
MakeVour Best DealTodayAt
PBBHSBIEB TASCA LINCOLN-MERCURY
iHlSMISli 200 Fall River Avenue'^Sil'"^JaB Seckonk, Massachusells 02771
(508) 336-7200
Leventhol & Horwath
1 Hospital Trust Plaza
Providence, RI 02903
(401)421-4800
RUSCO STEEL
COMPANY
25 Bleachery Court
Warwick, Rl 02887
(401)739-5300
Quaker Valley Pharmacy
111 Quaker Lane
West Warwick, RI 02893
(401) 826-0580
SOUTH COUNTY MOTORS, INC.
245 Main Street
Wakefield, R.I. 02879
GEORGE J. SIEGMUND (401)789-9309
West Kingston Service Inc.
3471 Kingstown Road
West Kingston, R.I.
783-3467
Road Service & Towing
Engine Work
Steering & Suspension
Transmission
Brake Systems
Extiaust Systems
Electrical & Ignition
100% Lifetime Warranty On Auto Repairs
(401)732-3300 R.J. OePetrillo
PresttJefU
JUST-IN-TIME
PO. Box 7785
WORLDWIDE
Warwick, Rl 02886
"Vfe're Not Just Cottages Anymore"
BEST IN BEACH HOUSES
SALES and RENTALS
CONDOMINIUMS
o
HOUSES
APARTMEhTTS
Largest Selection in
Scarborough Pt. Judith
815 Point Judith Road
Narragansetl. Rhode Island 02882
Over 30 Ycarri Fxperience
401/789-6659
3est Wishes To Tho ClasG ot 1990!
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HOWARD J TflOOB. DVM
DH CAROL LUTHER, DVM
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401-539-4000
OCEAN PHARMACY JOEL S. CHASE
GEORGE B SULLIVAN
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DAVISVILLE CREDIT UNION
WAKEFIELD NORTH KINGSTOWN
585 Kingstown Road 6725 Post Road
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IZZO'S OIL SERVICE
231-2450
28 Howard Avenue
North Providence
CITY TIRE
521-2240
210 Aliens Avenue
Providence
JAMES MCCORMICK
831-2970
128 Dorrance Street
Providence
JOHN B. HARTLEY
272-6760
1 74 Wickenden Street
Providence
CD. PAIGE CO. INC.
438-0440
680 Warren Avenue
East Providence
DRABBLE-SHERMAN
FUNERAL HOME
421-9887
309 Benefit Street
Providence
DESIGNS BY FUTURE
CRAFT
331-4090
166 Valley Street
Providence
CONTRACTOR'S SUPPLY
INC.
434-4300
3340 Pawtucket Avenue
East Providence
FREY FLORIST
521-3539
50 Radcliff Avenue
Providence
R.J. SANDERS INC.
434-7890
264 Roger Williams Avenue
East Providence
PROVIDENCE
AUTO IGNITION
421-6542
120 Broadway
Providence
From a Friend
lOZZI'S MINI MART
421-9340
306 Broadway
Providence
OAKLAWN MOBILE
942-9748
975 Oaklawn Avenue
Cranston
AMTBOL INC.
1400 Division Road
West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893
(401)884-6300
OTIS ELEVATOR
COMPANY
331-2608
175 W. River Street
Providence
SUPERIOR BAKERY
463-6659
1234 Oaklawn Avenue
Cranston
EAST GREENWICH
PRESCRIPTION CENTER
884-8600
688 Frenchtown Road
East Greenwich
ROTH TICKET AGENCY
751-0202
155 Westminster Street
Providence
Atlas Music Corp
1106 North Main Street
Providence, Rl 02904
STEVEN R. FERA, M.D
F.A.C.C.
789-5770
360 Kingstown Road
Narragansett
BILLY JR. ENTERPRISES
272-2206
35-A Oakdale Avenue
Johnston
MOODY MACHINE PROD.
941-5130
141 Carolina Avenue
Providence
G. MARTIN
353-6120
Spragueville Road
Smithfield
(401)421-4183
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HANS IMPORT INC.
7275 Post Road
Northn Kingstown, Rl 02852
(401)295-7785
CHEN'S RESTAURANT
60 Old Tower Hill Road
Wakefield, Rl
783-8516
783-5180
For the very best In Cantonese & Mandarin style footis
I
/fciW //;;/ Siihunt - Dodf-e, /<.
WARWICK, Rl 02893
Best Western - Monte Vista
7075 Post Road
North Kingstown, RI 02852
(401) 884-8000
Quidnessett Memorial Cemetary
6365 POST ROAD, NORTH KINGSTOWN
One of Rhode Island's Finest
Non-ProfIt Non-Sectarian
Perpetual Care
(401)884-7691
I ^ EWE JEWELERS SWCE U
TasB'
1211 Kingstown Road
Peacedale, Rl 02883
(401) 783-7300
We're Moving!
Asof April 30th. 1990
PIERCE IMPORTS
(Formerly Service Imports Ltd.)
Will be moving to 1965 Kingstown Road, South Kingsi.
(Next to Holland Elccihc. one mile from U.R.I.)
789-0040
Same Owner. Same Quality Service Since 1979)
Craig Pierce, Proprietor
J.L Shellfish Inc.
State Pier
Galilee 02882
(401) 789-2020
7785 Post Road, North Kingstown, Rl 02852
295-0016 884-1730
F.W. WOOLWORTH CO.
70 Tower Hill Road
Wakefield, Rl 02879
(401) 789-9316
(^^Una l^ata^
1 5 Canal Street
Westerly, R I 02891
Joseph Ctian, Prea,
FIT 'N STITCH INC
650 Ten Rod Road
No. Kingstown, Rl
294-3492
CUSTOM FIT-WEATHER PROOF CANVAS
ENCLOSURES FOR:
BntitjenffelEl
RONALD B. RICAPITO
i3 P. Murphy Industrial Highway
/. Warwick, Rhode Island 02693
Telephone 401-823-0700
Telex 6B14004
Telefax 401-823-5641
TERMINESI'S
NARRAGANSETT INN
135 Boon Street
Narragansett, Rhode Island
401-7S3-4770
"58 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE"
Dr. George LaPorte, D.D.S.
7525 Post Road
Nortii Kingstown. RI 02852
(401) 884-6424
CASTLE FARM INVESTMENT
212 MAIN STREET
WAKEFIELD. Rl 02879
(401) 789-8989
Toray Plastics (America) Inc.
50 Belver Avenue
Nortti Kingstown, RI 02852
(401)294-4511
0"Qfe
56 Cherry Lane
Wakefield, Rl 02879
(401) 789-3200
Rl PICTURE FRAME, INC.
99 TllllnghastAve.
Warwick. Rl 02693
(401)821-4477
Wilkinson Associates
"Consulting Engineers"
615 Jefferson Boulevard
Warwick. Ri 02886
16 Htgh Slreel
Westerly. Rl 02B9i
(401)596-8870
S Spoflino GoodB
Mailing Addrua
703 Warwick Avenus
Warwick. R.l. 028BS
(401)732-3777
DAVID N. BAZAR
ttAPPOPORT.
JOSEPH P. KELLEY
<AfA LUPITA
A. D. TIRE
67 Cedar Street. Suite One
Providence, Rhode Islarul 02903
Telephone 401-751-9120
Ahlstrom Pumps Inc.
1174 Kingstown Road
Peace Dale. Rhode Island 783-3000
JOHN J. COUGHLIN. M.O.
TAWFIK F. HAWWA. M.D.
655 BROAD STREET, PHOVlDeNCE. Rl 02907
0 WAMPANOAG THAtL - NO 201 , EAST PHOVlDeNCE. I
CsK
/sAvii flTlflNTIC flPPflfllSfll COMPflNV yt/^. UNION TOOL CO., Inc.
LORAC, Inc.
STEPHEN CARROLL
UNIVERSITY TRAVEL dryv?!^ i.^ 3.^., a...p. i>.A.. -v-' 'W..1-, -:'--?fU.nee n,el e<y- ''^
frtorayWrt
fMar^ick.fA{r.
RGB
G. DiCoslanzo, IM
E. L. Freeman Company
OfTice Supplies and Kui
CAMP DRESSER & McKEE INC
Us* m
OYENCO, INC.
ECOLOCICAI. ASSOCIATKS, INC
CDM
CAVANAGH COMPANY Everdt Products, he.
Starkweather
&
Shepley Inc.
155 South main Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 421-6900
Cookson America Inc.
Compliments of:
RICHARD M.OSTER
One CookMO Hub, Pnividcncs, Rhode li ) Telephone (401) S2M000 PAX (401) S21-3
Narragansett Publishing, Inc.
Presort Mailing Inserting Mailing List
Labeling
Newsletters, flyers, catalogs, envelopes, anything
onset Printing Publishing
Design Type Pasteup
Shipping Receiving
71 Quonset Road, North Kingstown, R.I. 02852
(401) 295-9773 (401) 884-3753 FAX (401) 295-9798
OKI JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE
1270 Mineral Spring Avenue
North Providence, Rl
(401)231-0754
Sullivan & Company Inc.
198 Dyer Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 272-5600
SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT DANCINQ
THE ANCHOR OPEN DECK
Qpv\ ^9u f^ound lor Lunch Mnd Dmntf
Road. Narragansett, RI 02882 (401) 789-0700
Vx-
American & European Cuisine served in a setting of country English
elegance Dinner starting at 4, Sunday at Noon.
751 1 Post Road, North Kingstown 295-2707
Compliments Of
The Men And Women Of
GENERAL. DYNAIVIIC
Electric Boat Division
Quonset Point Facility
Dragon Palace
80 Point Judith Road
Narragansett, Rl 02882
(401)783-1110
FiODr;
Luigi T. Fiore, CPA
John E. Asmussen, CPA
John L. Sprennulli, CPA
JET
ELECTRIC MOTOR
COMPANY
PC Box 324, Pawtucket, RI 02861
(401)725-0426
DR. RAYMOND GEORGE, D.M.D, INC./434-1127
869 Broadway, East Providence
WILLIAM E. ROGERS REPORTING ASSOC./351-1660
270 Westminster St., Providence
HARTLEY TOURS/431-1980
2399 Pawtucket Ave., East Providence
DR. JOHN D. PITTS/421-4121
110 Lockwood St., Providence
WRIB, INC./434-0406
200 Water St., East Providence
NARRAGANSETT PIER DIVE/783-2225
PO Box 175, Narragansett
GOLDBERT, ZOINO & ASSOCIATES INC.
140 Broadway, Providence/421-4140
L. SWEET LUMBER CO., INC./521-3800
709 Harris Ave., Providence
NARRAGANSETT IMPROVEMENT CO./331-7420
223 Aliens Ave., Providence
M. VARGAS UPHOLSTERING/246-1574
1689 Wampanaug Trail, Barrington
MILLER'S ROAST BEEF/434-6678
628 Warren Ave., East Providence
SUPERIOR X-RAY COMPANY/333-6061
Cumberland Industrial Pk., Cumberland
STANLEY ENGINEERING INC./434-0134
33 Alexander Ave., East Providence
ALLIED FASHIONS OF R.I./725-2235
1088 Main St., Pavirtucket
ORGANIC DYESTUFF CORP./434-3300
84 Valley St., East Providence
RONNIE'S SUNOCO/783-1750
491 Main St., Wakefield
SOUTH COUNTY EYE PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS, INC.
65 Boston Neck Rd., North Kingstown/294-2671
GOLINI DRUGS/942-4210
1382 Plainfield St., Cranston
HALL DRUG INC./861-5200
149 Elmgrove Ave., Providence
FIRST IN IMPORTS INC./461-7400
1655 Elmwood Ave., Cranston
KAREZZ PERSONAL CARE SALON/273-9393
424 Wickenden St., Providence
ELECTRO FILMS, INC./738-9150
111 GilbaneSt., Wanwick
CHEF HO'S CHINESE RESTAURANT/831-0777
243 Alwells Ave., Providence
SEATOWOFRI/789-4300
1143 Succotash Rd., Wakefield
REGAL PLATING CO./421-2704
85 South St., Providence
ALFRED SCHOENINGER/467-8184
44 Worthington Rd., Cranston
KESSLERS SHEET METAL CO., INC./421-3220
375 Valley St., Providence
TOURTELOT & CO., INC./331-2385
184 Kinsley Ave., Providence
PLAS/TECH INC./861-6580
555 Valley St., Providence
PAYETTE TRUCK BODY MFG./351-0711
65 Dyerville Ave., Johnston
LITTLE CHOPSTICKS RESTAURANT/351-4290
495 Smith St., Providence
C.P.I. CONTROLS/722-5900
29 Mendon Ave., Pawtucket
R.l. FISH CO., INC./421-2970
20 Terminal Way, Providence
DiMASCOLOa DiPATRILLO/421-7189
1234 Fleet Nat'l Bank BIdg., Providence
MARON CONSTRUCTION CO., INC./272-4930
180 Mancini Dr., Providence
ALBERTO BARBER SHOP/461-6319
1053 Broad St., Providence
MT. PLEASANT HARDWARE/351-7200
249 Academy Ave., Providence
Congratulations Vinny Turco
Mom & Dad
LEVIN, ARBOR & BAROCAS/732-4200
560 Jefferson Blvd., Warwick
MELLO SIGN COMPANY/722-8296
665 Mineral Spring Ave., Pavrtucket
TOWN DOCK FISH CO., INC./789-2200
PO Box 608, Narragansett
KINGS CREATIONS/521-4850
69 Tingley, Providence
2D4
TORGEN & CALLAGHAN
ATTORNEYS
294-4555
7395 Post Road
North Kingstown
DR. PAUL D. CASHION
789-8674
45 Patton Avenue
Wakefield
CENTRAL SCALE CO.
467-7500
2027 Elmwood Avenue
Warwick
A FRIEND
DOMENIC A.
DiSANDRO JR., LTD
783-7275
204 Boston Neck Road
Narranansett
14 KARAT JEWELRY
783-0160
47 Pier Market Place
Narragansett
DR. FREDERICK T. JAMES, DDS/739-1399
3274 West Shore Rd., Warwick
TENCHER'S FLORIST & GIFT SHOP/828-1000
245 Washington St., West Wanwick
MARC 1 COIN COMPANY/828-5880
1 1 98 Main St., West Wanwick
R.l. DRIVESHAFT & SUPPLY/941-0210
3 Jefferson Blvd., Warwick
H.D. SWEET
PLBG. & HTG- INC.
789-6680
330 Main Street
Wakefield
ALLIES DONUrS INC.
295-8036
3661 Quaker Lane
North Kingstown
FLEET NATIONAL BANK
4 Tower Hill Road
Waifefield, Rhode Island 02879
(401) 783-3374
R.H. SALES COMPANY
885-3793
99 Frenchtown Road
North Kingstown
W. JOSEPH PEARCE
789-6444
17 Melbourne Drive
Narragansett
RALCO SALES INC.
885-5351
93 Oak Tree Drive
North Kingstown
CAPIZZANO'S
596-4025
2 Tower Street
Westerly
GENERAL
FLOOR COVERING
295-0019
7421 Post Road
North Kingstown
CHURCH OF
SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
783-441 1
114 High Street
Wakefield
DROITCOUR COMPANY
28 Graystone Street
IDEAL WINDLASS
884-2550
5610 Post Road
East Greenwich
R. B.TRIVETTM.D.
295-9719
35 Weavers Road
North Kingstown
BALD HILL
NURSERIES INC.
884-0001
90 Ten Rod Road
Exeter
DR. ROBERT T. O'NEILL
789-9210
560 Ocean Road
Narragansett
Warwick, RI 02886
(401) 737-4646
205
TONY'S PIZZA BONNET SHORES/789-3146
961 Boston Neck Rd., Narragansett
ZETTA UNI-SEX SALON/295-1508
7405 Post Rd., North Kingstown
FRAMEWORK/294-6341
7410 Post Rd., North Kingstown
D.C. WELDING & REPAIR/783-3017
130 D Asa Pond Rd., Peacedale
NARRAGANSETT TIMES/789-1081
187 Main SL, Wakefield
KEVIN S. MUNROE-ARCHITECT/783-9650
65 Columbia St., Wakefield
L.A. ROBERTS FAMILY RESTAURANT/885-0575
6900 Post Rd., North Kingstown
JAMES N. NADEAU/884-4900
6828 Post Rd., North Kingstown
EARNSHAW DRUG CO., INC./294-3662
63 Brown St., North Kingstown
SOUTH COUNTY SURGICAL/783-1850
684 Kingstown Rd., Wakefield
ALL OUTDOORS POWER EQUIP./789-7997
4060 Tower Hill Rd., Wakefield
NEW ENGLAND AIR EXPRESS INC./295-2143
7 Belver Ave., North Kingstown
CHERRY LANE INC./789-7816
14 Charles St., Wakefield
SHEAR MAGIC/884-0851
6772 Post Rd., North Kingstown
KINGSTOWN DANCE & GYM CENTER/884-8665
6171 Post Rd., North Kingstown
ALLEN'S SEED STORE INC./294-2722
693 South County Trail, Exeter
QUAKER LANE BAIT SHOP/294-9642
4019 Quaker Lane, North Kingstown
F.D. McCINN, INC./434-7340
South County Yard/Liberty Lane, West Kingstown
SEATING ARRANGEMENT INC./789-4455
1181 Kingstown Rd., Wakefield
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TONY'S PIZZA PLACE/789-8383
1916 Kingstown Rd., Wakefield
HAYES & COMPANY/823-8100
25 College Park Court, Warwick
SWEENOR'S CANDIES INC./783-4433
21 Charles St., Wakefield
DR.'S CAPOBIANCO & STADELMANN/789-9758
133 Old Tower Hill Rd., Wakefield
DAIRY FARMS/792-3690
1922 Kingstown Rd., Peacedale
VAN VOORHIES INSURANCE AGENCY/596-5011
159 Main St., Westerly
AMERICAN AQUA SYSTEMS/789-3993
381 Allen, Wakefield
TOSCANO'S MEN'S SHOP/596-2584
23 Canal St., Westerly
VALLEY LACE/821-5200
350 Hopkins Hill Rd., Coventry
MITRE BOX & PICTURE FRAME/828-1680
1046 Tiogue Ave., Coventry
HERBERT FINE (CPA)/826-2883
875 Centerville Rd., Wanwick
LEONARD LEVIN COMPANY/421-5357
25 Dryden Lane, Providence
JIRO'S CUSTOM TAILORING/295-5073
39 Brown St., Wickford
OLD MOUNTAIN LANES/783-5511
756 Kingstown Rd., Wakefield
INSURANCE CENTER INC./738-7250
91 Tollgate Rd., Wanwick
LORENSON WELL DRILLING/397-3926
283 Flat River Rd., Coventry
TAN TASIA TANNING SALON/826-0770
1208 Main St., West Warwick
SYMPATICO/783-0782
57 Columbia St., Wakefield
CUSTOM CASUALS/294-2942
81 Queen River Dr., West Kingstown
CAREY, CHARLAND & MARCIANO/331-9600
18 Imperial PL, Providence
NOLIN ELECTRIC INC./647-5478
53 Batley Meeting House Rd., North Scituate
EAST COAST MAINTENANCE SERVICES/438-0004
151 Berkley St.. East Providence
AA FIRE EQUIPMENT COMPANY/783-1610
145 West Dudley Town Rd., Bloomfield
COLUMBIAN FATHERS/253-6909
PO Box 65, Bristol
MERCEDES-MARINER SQUARE/789-9394
120 Point Judith Rd., Narragansett
RAINBOW BAKERY/944-8180
800 Reservoir Ave., Cranston
CERAMIC TILES INC./272-1088
739 Hartford Ave.. Johnston
MELONI TOOL COMPANY/272-6513
25 Oakdale Ave., Johnston
MARY CARPENTER/783-4412
141 Silver Lake Ave., Wakefield
NATIONAL GLASS GATE SERVICE INC./333-4800
Jenckes Hill Rd., Lincoln
SPENCER PLATING/331-5923
77 Buklin St., Providence
DR. GAETAN D. CHARBONNEAU/783-4223
24 Salt Pond Rd., Wakefield
PETE'S GROCERY/377-8109
244b Ashaway Rd., Bradford
M.N. CARTIER & SONS CO./331-0400
PO Box 9547, Providence
TIDY UP INC./783-3770
649 Old Point Judith Rd., Narragansett
STEWART CONSTRUCTION CO. INC./723-0543
P.O. Box 683, Pawtucket
DR. RAYMOND McKENDALU751-6297
295 Angell St., Providence
LEROY D. AARONSON, MD/739-4700
179 Wheeler Ave., Providence
FOREMAN'S APPLIANCES/789-4733
603 Kingstown Rd., Wakefield
YORKTOWN ASSOCIATES/7e9-4800
225 Main St., Wakefield
BEEHIVE CHILDHOOD CENTER INC./438-9784
35 Swan St., East Providence
CASA HORTA/438-1364
217 Taunton Ave., East Providence
ARTIST GUILD & GALLERY/322-0506
Rte. 1, Charlestown
TMC OF PROVIDENCE/861-7900
321 South Main St., Providence
BEST WISHES FROM - FEROCIOUS EYES OPTICAL CENTER
7610 Post Rd., North Kingstown/295-1334
BESTWISHES
QUALITY INN - VARSITY CLUB
Junction Route 1 & 138 W.
Saunderstown
WOLF ROCK
COUNTRY KITCHEN
294-4981
Rte. 2 S. County Trail
S locum
WILLIAM T. SISCO CPA
596-2271
Crandall Avenue
Westerly
QUEBECOR PRINTING
331-1771
99 West River Street
Providence
MARINE MACHINERY SERVICE
738-5133
40 Seminole Street
Warwick
SHUR-AZ CHEMICAL
723-0116
871 High Street
Central Falls
MURPHY & COMPANY CPA
274-1200
1 1 1 Westminster Street
Providence
BARRETT & COMPANY
351-1000
1130 Hospital Trust BIdg.
Providence
T.W.L. COMPANY
738-4627
86 Vermont Avenue
Wanwick
LAUREL LANE GOLF COURSE
Laurel Lane
West Kingston, Rl 02892
(401) 783-3844
R.L Textile Co. Inc.
211 Columbus Avenue
Pawluclcet.RI 02861
(401)722-3700
NEWPORT CREAMERY
600 Kingstown Road
Wakefield, Rl 02879
(401) 789-0016
Bank of Newport
P.O. Box 450
Newport, Rl 02840
(401)849-1244
Dr. Dante A. Ramos
126 Prospect Street Pawluckel. Rl 02860
(401) 72B-9208
E.T. JOHNSON, CORP.
20 COMMERCE DRIVE
WARWICK, Rl 02886
Fax (401) 738 0451 (401)732-6480
1.800-422-5559
(H.I. Toll-Fre)
PAUL A. MELDONIAN INC.
21 Fifth Avenue
Cranston, RI 02910
(401)781-0950
Stanley Parker
149 Washington Street
Worcester, MA 01 61 3
393-2594
CLUB BODY CENTER
257 WEYBOSSET ST.
PROVIDENCE, Rl 02903-1441
(401)274-0298
Providence
Church ifChrist
nondafximlnallonaJ church swvlces
Individual & group bibte studies
Assoc, in Anesthesia Inc.
200 High Service Avenue
North Providence, Rl
(401)456-3138
RHODE ISLAND HEAT TREATING
81 Aldrich street
Providence. Rl 02905
(401)467-9200
24 Hours a Day
PicK Up and Delivery Consullatlons
Express Sen/Ice Quolallons
DOMINION REBAR
30 Lockbridge Street
Pawtucket, Rl 02860
(401) 724-9200
Greenwood Credit Union
2669 Post Road
Warwick, Rhode Island 02887
(401) 739-4600
Systemlzed Coin Systems
883 Waterman Avenue
East Providence, Rl 02914
(401) 438-1300
Allen's Auto c/o C. Webber Chev.
885 Quaker Lane
Warwick, Rl 02893
(401)295-2277
Oaklawn Exxon
1195 Oaklawn Avenue
Cranston, Rl 02920
(401)463-6230
Caiise & Sons Bakery
10 Rosario Drive
Providence, Rl 02909
(401)943-1110
RegnierAssociates
10 Dorrance Slreel
Providence, Rl 02903
(401)331-3330
CHAMBERS WASTE SYSTEM OF Rl
1615 Pontiac Avenue 3rd floor
Cranston, Rl 02920
(401) 463-6040
Bald Hill Garden Center & Florist
(401) 295-2839 885-1423
(401) 294-4164 Fax
50 S. County Trail, Rle 2 N. Kingslown, Rl 02852
Brown & Sharpe
Best Wishes Class of 19901
ROBERTS, CARROLL, FELDSTEIN & PEIRCE
INCORPORATUD
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
On) ad Stom SquMn
Pnivikno, Rhod. Iilinl DcRnls J. RobcrlS II
a290J-71
Telephone 4O1-321-70OO
A Friend
208
Provosl f^ llurJl,
/K/.C/.^,U
^Hllflf
RhodeIsiandPrescriptionCenterj
'Ptione 723-5617
VINCENT J. COREA. JR :
AppttHtUeyAgewy, Ate.
f4cut4i /mu/uuu*Ageiay, Inc.
g^ Chemart Company
Patrick J. Quinlan
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Scon Rabldeau
Natural Resource Services, Inc.
201 WAYLAND AVENUE. PROV.. Rl 02906
QUINN. SHECHTVAN I
\sisus
Phone: (401)885-1199
Rtcommand Ptttaburgh P &-WICKl-ORD INSURANCE AGENCY INC
MERLYN P. O'KEEFE
DONALD j. PACKER
Anthony F. DeM
MELONE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
LOUIS F. ROBBIO
INDUSTRIAL COMMEHCtAL MUNICIPAL RESIDENTIAL
12 SO LOCUST AVENUE
BERNARD MELONE NO PROVIDENCE, Rl 0291 1
. MELONE II -loi-asa-ooee
Beer "Gateway to the Beacties'
O'fUd't 7><tci4^c State
John N. Calvino, Esq.
Law Associates
* 8WCAT8HRTS
!5 ACORN STREET PROVIDEMCE. HI
(401)333-3340
The academic year 1989-1990 was marked by major events taking place around the world as well as on
the URI campus. During the year we witnessed the dismantling of the Berlin Wall and the breakdown of
Communism in several Eastern Bloc countries. At URI many of us took part in rallies and protests of our
own in order to help save our education which was threatened by severe budget cuts proposed by the
"Education Governor." The apathy that prevailed around the campus in the beginning of the fall semester
slowly disappeared as the students became informed about the proposed budget cuts and the effect that
they might have on the reputation of the State University.
As of this writing there is no final decision about the budget - our fate lies in the hands of the legislature.
Regardless of the outcome, the November elections in Rhode Island will be of major importance to the
students and faculty at URI.
Over the next few years the students and faculty will see a lot of changes both in the administration and in
the academic structure and/or curriculum. Hopefully, these changes will have a positive impact on the
University and its students. If you are a recent graduate of URI. 1 can only hope that you will keep a close
eye on the quality of education at URI and you will voice your opinion on any proposed changes. After all,
your reputation is based on this institution.
For those of us like myself who have a couple more years here, I hope that the concern expressed by the
student body and faculty over the education at URI will continue to remain strong.
Peace. Love and Happiness,
Shelley L. Miller
(Editor-in-chief)
Thank You's
The 1989-90 Renaissance would like to extend our thanks to all of the following people and organiza
tions that helped us throughout the year:
Special thanks to our Jostens' representative, Norval Garnett; T.D. Brown's Studio's representative.
John DeWaele; and our advisor. Maureen McDermott.
Our thanks to. Jerry Johnson, Dee Hoebel, Carol Baker, Jim Norman, Art Tuverson, Brad Preston, the
Scheduling Office, the Student Senate. The Cigar (for photos and computer help); the Athletic coaches,
captains, and team members; and finally to all of the roommates of the Renaissance staff who put up with
our phone messages and the stressful deadline periods.



